This work uses fiber bundles as a framework to describe effects of number scaling on gauge theory and geometry. A brief description of number scaling and fiber bundles over a space time manifold, M , is followed by a description of gauge theory. A fiber at point x of M contains a vector space,Vx, and a set,Cx, of complex scalars and scaled structures,Cc,x,Vc,x for each complex number, c. Number scaling induces connections, cx,y × cx,y between fibers at x and y. Connections are given as exponentials of a complex vector field, A(x) + i B(x). The choice of the gauge group as GL(1, C) forVx andCx gives the result that B is massless, and no mass restrictions for A. In the Mexican hat Higgs mechanism B combines with a Goldstone boson to create massive vector bosons, the photon field, and the Higgs field. The very speculative possibility that A might be the gradient of the Higgs field is noted. The association of B to the photon field can be avoided by replacing B by two fields, each with different coupling constants. Tangent bundles are used to describe real number scaling in geometry. Each fiber at x contains a tangent spacē Tx and an associated real scalar field,Rx. Scaled structures,Tr,x andRr,x are also present. Connections between neighbor fields, are defined as in gauge theory with B(x) = 0 everywhere. Number scaling is shown to affect curve lengths and the geodesic equation. The lack of physical evidence for the A field means that either it couples very weakly to matter fields, or that A(x) ∼ 0 for all x in a local region of cosmological space and time. It says nothing about the values outside the local region.
Introduction
The use of fiber bundles [1, 2] in the description of gauge theories and other areas of physics and geometry has grown in recent years [3] - [7] . In gauge theories connections between fibers in a bundle are described using Lie algebra representations of gauge groups. For Abelian theories the gauge group is U (1) with e iα(x) as a local gauge transformation. For nonabelian theories [8, 9] the gauge group is U (n) with the exponential of a sum over generators of su(n) as the local gauge transformation. Additional details are given in many texts about field theories [10, 11, 12] .
The fiber bundles used to describe gauge theories and geometric quantities are vector bundles over a manifold, M . For gauge theories a fiber, F x at point x of M contains a finite dimensional vector spaceV x . Complex numbers are the scalars for the spaces. For geometric quantities, the vector space at x is a tangent space,T x . Real numbers are the scalars for the tangent spaces. In this work M is assumed to be a flat space time manifold. Gauge theories on curved spaces [13] will not be considered.
This work expands the usual treatment of gauge theories and geometric quantities in two ways. In the usual treatments the scalars are treated as if they are outside the vector bundles. There is just one global scalar field for the vector spaces at different locations. Here this is changed by associating local scalar fields with the vector spaces. For gauge theories a fiber at x is expanded to include a complex scalar field,C x with V x . For tangent bundles each fiber is expanded to include a real scalar field,R x withT x . This expansion is achieved by use of the fiber product [1, 2] of two bundles.
The other expansion is based on a description of mathematical systems of many different types as structures [14, 15] . A structure consists of a base set, and a few basic operations, relations, and constants for which a relevant set of axioms are true. These are referred to as models in mathematical logic [16, 17] . The property of number structures that is relevant here is that they can be scaled. Real or complex numbers, or numbers of any type, in a number structure can be multiplied (scaled) by a number provided the basic operations and relations can be scaled to compensate for the number scaling. The scaling must be such that the scaled structures satisfy the relevant axioms if and only if the unscaled structures do.
Scaling of fields in general and number structures in particular has been described elsewhere [18] . Other work [19, 20] described the effects of number scaling on gauge theories and geometric quantities. Here this work is extended by the use of fiber bundles. Connections or parallel transfers between fibers include the effects of number scaling. The effects apply to both the scalar and vector space structures in each fiber.
Scaling is by no means new in physics and geometry. It was used almost 100 years ago by Weyl [21] to construct a complete differential geometry. 1 Scaling is an important component of renormalization theory [11] , scale invariance of physical quantities, and of conformal field theories [22, 23] .
The number structure scaling used here in the connections between fibers is different from these types of scaling. It is based on the fact that parallel transfer of terms in expressions and equations includes scaling of the quantities and of the multiplication operations used in the terms. If E y is an expression that describes a physical or geometric quantity at y, parallel transfer of this expression from y to x along path p corresponds to multiplying the expression by a possibly path dependent scalar.
The scaling used here is different from that in conformal theories in that all quantities are scaled. This includes vector lengths and angles between vectors, and other quantities. It may seem strange and counterintuitive to scale angles. However, as will be seen later on, the properties of number scaling are such that trigonometric relations are preserved under scaled parallel transfer from one fiber to another.
The plan of the paper is to first describe the salient aspects of scaling number and vector space structures. This is done in Section 2. This is followed, in Section 3, by a brief description of the parts of the theory of fiber bundles and connections that are needed here. Connections are described by exponential integrals over a complex vector field, A(x) + i B(x).
The usual description of gauge theories, based on U (1) and U (N ) transformations of Abelian and nonabelian theories is expanded, in Section 5, to include the effects of number scaling. The expansion replaces U (1) by GL(1, C) and U (N ) by GL(1, C) × SU (N ). Parallel transfer of both the scalars and the vector spaces is described by replacing GL(1, C) by DGL(1, C) consisting of the diagonal elements, d × d, of GL(1, C) × GL(1, C). The field, B(x) is the Lie algebra representation of the U (1) component of the gauge groups.
Section 6 discusses possible physical properties of A and B. The Higgs mechanism for the Mexican hat potential is applied to the complex scalar field as a level section on the scalars in the product fiber bundle. The B field combines with a Goldstone boson to give a massive vector boson, a photon, and a Higgs field. The speculative possibility that A is the gradient of the Higgs field is noted.
The effect of scaling on curve lengths and the geodesic equation is discussed in section 7. The fiber bundle has the same structure as it does for gauge theories. Complex scalars are replaced by real numbers and the vector spaces are tangent spaces over M . The Lie algebra form of the connections is obtained by setting B = 0 everywhere. A is assumed to be the gradient of a scalar field, θ(x). Both curve lengths and the geodesic equation are affected by the presence of A.
The fact that all experiments and measurements in physics are limited to a region of space and time occupiable by us, and other observers within communication distances, places restrictions on the A field. As noted in Section 8, the lack of evidence of A means that A(x) ∼ 0 to within experimental error in the region. A can have any value outside the region. The region should be small with respect to the size of the observable universe. Section 9 concludes the paper. It is noted that number scaling has no effect on comparisons of computations with one another or with results of measurements carried out at different space time points.
It should be noted that the idea of local mathematical structures is not new. It has been described in the context of category theory in which locality refers to structure interpretations in different categories [24] . Here locality refers to locations in space time. Locality in gauge field theories has also been discussed [25] , but not with respect to mathematical structures. 1 Weyl introduced a nonintegrable real vector field to describe the scaling under parallel transfer of quantities. The problem, as noted by Einstein [21] , was that this required that the properties of measuring rods, clocks, and atomic spectra depend on their past history. He also noted that this contradicts the known physical properties of rods, clocks, and atomic spectra. A good description of Weyl's work, including Einstein's remarks and subsequent developments of early gauge theory are in a book by O'Raifeartaigh [33] .
Number scaling
Since number scaling has been described elsewhere, [18, 19] the description here will be relatively brief. It is limited to real and complex numbers. Scaling also applies to rational numbers, and, with slight modifications, to natural numbers and integers.
The description of mathematical systems as structures that satisfy a relevant set of axioms is the basis for number scaling. Examples of structures of use here are the real and complex numbers and vector spaces. Explicit representations of these structures are given bȳ
R and C are the base sets, of real and complex numbeer sturctures, + and × are the basic operations, and < is an ordering relation. 0 and 1 are elements of R and C that satisfy the respective additive and multiplicative identity axioms. The structures,R andC satisfy the axioms for a complete ordered field [26] and an algebraically complete field of characteristic 0 [27] .V satisfies the axioms for a normed vector space [28] . Here v denotes an arbitrary vector in the base set, V. The operation, · denotes scalar vector multiplication, and |v| denotes the real valued norm inV .
Here and in the following, structures, such asR,C, andV , are denoted by overlined symbols. This distinguishes them from base sets, R, C, and V , without overlines.
Number scaling is based on the observation that number structures can be scaled, provided that, where needed, the basic operations and relations are also scaled.
2 The scaling must be such that the truth of the relevant axioms is preserved under the scaling. If this can not be achieved, then scaling is not possible.
It turns out that number systems of different types, and more generally, fields, and systems that include numbers in their description can be scaled. To see this let r be a positive real number in R. LetR r denote the structureR scaled by r. The components ofR r are given bȳ
The subscript, r, on the base operations and relation indicate that they are defined such that 0 is the additive identity, a + r 0 = a, and r is the multiplicative identity, a × r r = a for all a in R. Here 0 and r are numbers in R.
There is a representation of the operations and relation inR r , based on those inR, that satisfies the axiom validity preservation requirement. This representation is given bȳ
References toR r in the following refer to this representation unless otherwise indicated. This structure shows that addition and the relation, <, are the same in the scaled structure as in the unscaled one. The only operation that needs to be changed is multiplication. This is shown by the observation that multiplication inR r corresponds to multiplication inR scaled by 1/r.
Much use is made here and in the following of the fact that R is the same base set for bothR andR r . scaled real number structures. This is a consequence of the fact for any r = 0, rR = R.. Multiplication by r is a bijection from R to R.
The fact that real number axiom validity is invariant under scaling of number structures can be extended to properties in general. If P is a property of numbers, then for each a in R, P (a) is true forR if and only if P r (ra) is true forR r . P r is obtained from P by replacing all basic operations used to describe P by the corresponding ones inR r .
A important consequence of scaling is that the elements of the base set, R, must be separated from the values they have in different structures. Here and in the following the elements of R will be referred to as numbers. This is to distinguish them from the different number values they may have in different scaled structures.
This distinction is not needed if one works with just one structure,R. In this case there is no difference between number and number value. This is the usual setup in mathematical analysis. The distinction can also be ignored when the scaling factor is the identity.
Here this is not the case. Each real number structure provides a background or reference frame for giving values to the elements of R. The values depend on the scaling factor. For example, the value of the number, 1, in the base set, R, is 1 v inR. In a scaled structure,R r , the numbers, 1, √ 2, and r in R have values, (1/r) v , ( √ 2/r) v , and 1 v inR r . These are different from the values, 1 v , √ 2 v , r v they have inR. The elements of R are called numbers to distinguish them from the values they have in different structures. The subscript, v, is used to distinguish number values from from numbers.
The distinction between numbers and number values is reminiscent of the distinction in mathematical logic between syntactic structures, as meaningless strings of symbols, and semantic structures, as meaningful models of the syntactic structures. However these two distinctions are not the same. This can be seen by noting that, in the absence of scaling, the concepts of numbers and number values coincide. Yet the distinction between syntactic and semantic structures remains.
The description of number scaling shows that, in the presence of scaling, there is just one number where the distinction between elements of R and their values in a structure is not needed. This is the number 0. This number has the same value, 0, in all scaled structures. It is like a number vacuum in that the value, 0, is invariant under all scalings.
One needs to be careful in the use of scaling factors = 1. For example, (ra) 2r inR r corresponds to r(a) 2 inR. It does not correspond to (ra) 2 . The subscript, r, on the power, as in 2 r , or on any power, indicates that the implied multiplication(s) is ×/r.
The same holds for negative powers. Here (ra) −1r inR r corresponds to the number, ra −1 , inR. It does not correspond to (ra) −1 . More generally a term, (ra) mr (rb) nr (rc) −pr inR r corresponds to the term, r(a m b n c −p ) inR. This can be extended to analytic functions with R the domain and range. Let f r and f denote corresponding analytic functions inR r , andR. The term correspondences give
This shows that the relation between f r and f is given by f r (ra) = rf (a). A nice property of number scaling is that equations are preserved under an isomorphic map fromR r toR. This follows from the equivalences of equations for general mathematical terms. If T r (ra, rb, · · · ) and U r (ra, rb, · · · ) are terms inR r , then
The lefthand equation is inR r and the two righthand ones are inR. The terms can be quite general in that they can include integrals and derivatives. This preservation property extends to isomorphic maps fromR r toR s .
One can define a structure group acting on the set, {R r : rǫR}, of scaled real number structures. For each s in R define W s by W sRr =R sr .
The W s form a commutative group under the composition,
The implied multiplication of subscripts sr, st, and ts is that inR. Also W s −1 is the inverse of W s .
The description for scaling of complex numbers is quite similar to that for the real numbers. The structure,C, scaled by the complex number, c, is given bȳ
C c is defined so that it satisfies the complex number axioms ifC does. As was the case for real numbers, the complex number d in C has the same properties inC as cd does inC c . It may seem strange to contemplate a structure,C c , in which a number, which is complex or even imaginary inC, can serve as the identity in another structure. However one can show that c is a real number inC c . To achieve this it is sufficient to show that c = c * c . That is, c must be equal to its complex conjugate inC c . This follows from the observation that any number, d, has the same properties inC as cd does inC c Thus
The first two equations are inC and the last is inC c . Here * c is the complex conjugation operation inC c . Setting d = 1 in this equation gives the result that c = c * c inC c . The distinction between the elements or numbers in the base set. and the values they have in different scaled real number structures, holds for complex numbers in C and the values they have in different structures, C c . The value of a complex number, d, in C depends on the structure containing it. The value of d inC is
Vector spaces are affected by scaling of the fields on which they are based. If the vector spaceV of Eq. 2 is based onC, then the structure for the vector space based onC c of Eq. 9 is given bȳ
Here v is an arbitrary vector in V.
The definition of scaling for the vector space is defined to satisfy the requirement thatV c ,C c satisfy the vector space and complex number axioms if and only ifV ,C do. Eq. 11 shows that cv and ·/c are the same vector and scalar vector multiplication operation inV c as v and · are inV . Also | − | c is the same normalization operation inV c as | − | is inV .
There is another vector space structure that satisfies this requirement. It is given bȳ
This is simpler than isV c in that vectors are not scaled between the structures. This structure is not used here because it fails the equivalence between n dimensional vector spaces and their representations based on complex numbers. Thus one hasV
Fiber bundles
Fiber bundles have been much used to describe gauge theories and other areas of physics and geometry [3] - [7] . Here they will be used to describe the effects of number scaling on gauge theories and on some geometric objects. A fiber bundle [1, 2] can be described by B = {E, π, M }. Here E and M are the total and base spaces, and π is a projection of E onto M . For each point, x, in M , π −1 (x) is a fiber, at x, in E. A fiber bundle is trivial if the total space is a product as in E = M × F. Here F is a fiber, and π −1 (x) = (x, F ) for all x in M . Fiber bundles are locally trivial if one has a collection U α of open sets on M such that the restriction, B|U α , of B to U α , is trivial as in
Different local regions must be consistent with one another. This means that, for any two regions, U α and
Vector bundles are special cases of fiber bundles where the fiber is a vector space,V . The vector bundles of interest here are trivial because M is restricted to be Minkowski space. In this case a vector bundle is
. Replacement ofV in the vector bundle by its definition as a structure as in Eq. 2, means that for each point,
The second line is just a rewrite of the first line with more efficient representation of the location association with the vector space. It also suggests that one can regard (x,V ) =V x as a local mathematical structure, as a vector space at x. This representation of the values of π −1 will be used throughout this work. The scalar field,S, associated withV x , is a number structure that satisfies the field axioms. HereS =C (complex) orS =R (real) numbers. For gauge theoriesS =C, in geometry,S =R.
So far the scalar field,S is not part of the vector bundle. In a sense it is a global structure as it is not associated with points of M . This can be remedied by defining another fiber bundle, a scalar bundle,
S (x) = (x,S). Representation ofS as a structure satisfying the relevant axioms and carrying out the same replacements as in Eq. 13 gives π
The fiber product [1] of S and V is represented by
The projection, p, is related to π and π S by
Here
is used. This use of the fiber product achieves the desired aim of replacing a global scalar structure not associated with any point of M by a local structure at the same point of M as is the local vector space. For eachV x , S x is the associated scalar field with | − | x a map from V x to S x and · x a map from S x × V x to V x . The maps are defined on the base sets of the structures.
A main point of this work is to use fiber bundles to describe the effect of number scaling on gauge theories and on some geometric objects. This can be done by expanding the fibers to include all scaled pairs of scalar fields and vector spaces. For gauge theories with complex scalars the pairs areC c ×V c for all complex numbers.C c andV c are given by Eqs. 9 and 11. For geometric objects the pairs areR r ×T r .R r is a scaled real number structure andT r is a scaled tangent space.
Inclusion of number scaling in a fiber bundle description can be achieved by first defining fiber bundles,
for all complex numbers c. Here CV c is a fiber product as defined by Eq. 14.
One then defines a sum bundle by
Here c (C c ,V c ) is the collection of all pairs, (C c ,V c ). Q projects the total space onto M . The inverse map Q −1 defines the fibers by
HereC c,x andV c,x are defined from (x,C c ) and (x,V c ) as was done forV in Eq. 13. The projection Q is related to the individual projections, p c by
The structure pair.C x ,V x , for c = 1 will be referred to as the reference pair. An important aspect of the contents of each fiber is that all complex number structures,C c,x , in the fiber at x have the same base set, C x . The number values of the numbers in C x depend on the scaling factor for the structure containing C x . Similarly, the vector space structures for all c at x have the same base set V x . These results follow from Eqs. 9, 11, and 13.
A structure group, W CV with elements, W CV,d , that are structure isomorphisms for any complex number d, can be defined on the fibers. The action of
The group W CV is a continuous commutative group with
The group W CV can be particularized to each point x as W CV,x . Here the elements , W CV,d,x , of W CV act on the fiber at x.
Associated with the continuous structure group, W CV is the group, DGL(1, C). This group consists of the diagonal elements,
There is an obvious isomorphism between W CV and DGL(1, C) given by d×d → W CV,d for all d in GL(1, C). The bundle, CV and a similar tangent bundle are not principal G bundles. The reason is that each fiber contains a pair of distinguished reference structures,C x ,V x orR x ,T x . 4 These are the structure that are used in the absence of scaling.
The definition of fiber bundles is quite general in that the fibers can contain much material. For example a fiber can include a field structure,S and some or much of the mathematical analysis based onS. A fiber can include integrals and derivatives of functions, charts of M and other systems. In all cases the fiber bundle is represented here by {M × F, π, M }. The bundle is trivial on M as Minkowski or Euclidean space. The range set of π −1 consists of local structures at all points of M . This generalization will be made use of in the following sections.
Connections
Connections or parallel transports [25] play important roles in gauge theories and geometry. They account for the fact that, for vector spaces at different points of M , a choice of a basis or coordinate system at point y does not determine the choice at point, x of M . This is the "Naheinformationsprinzip", 'no information at a distance' principle [25] . Applied to number scaling it says that the choice of a number scaling factor at point y does not determine the choice at point x.
The purpose of connections is to determine the relations between bases or coordinate systems in vector spaces at different M locations. For number scaling connections determine the relations between scaled number systems at different M points. As maps these connect, or parallel transport, number structures between points of M .
For neighboring points, x, x + dx on M one defines a connection W CV (x, x + dx) that connects the elements in the fiber
Here Q is the projection in the fiber bundle given by Eq. 18. If c (C c,x+ dx ,V c,x+ dx ) is the fiber at x + dx then
The second line is the fiber at x. It shows that the connection multiplies scaling factors by c x,x+ dx .
For points y distant from x the W CV (x, y) may depend not only on y and x but on the curves from y to x. If p is a path from y to x, then the action of W p CV (x, y) on the fiber,Q −1 (y) gives the fiber Q −1 (x) where
If q is a path from z to y on M and p is a path from y to x then W p * q
Here p * q is the concatenation of p with q. If p * q is a closed path from x to x,, then, in general, c p * q (x, x) = 1. The relationships between fiber contents and the connections between two representative fibers, F y and F x , are shown in Figure 1 . Connections, W CV (x, y), with their associated scale factors, c x,y are shown as are the reference and scaled contents of each fiber. The structure group elements are indicated by W CV,c and W CV,cx,y . The isomorphisms, I x,y map the structure pairsC c ,V c in F y to the same scaled structure pairs in
To avoid index clutter, the figure represents the special case in which the connections are path independent. If y = x + dx, then the figure is valid for all connections, path dependent or independent.
The two triangle diagrams in the figure are represented by the equation,
Here W CV,cx,y is an element of the structure group in F x . 4 It is interesting to speculate on whether this condition can be dropped and that any scaled structure pair can serve as a reference. This would correspond to some type of invariance under number scaling. This is a question for future work. The Lie algebra representation of the connection scaling factors for neighboring points is by means of a pair of vector fields as in c x,x+ dx = e −( A(x)+i B(x))· dx .
The order of the location pair, x, x+ dx, in the subscript specifies the direction of the connection, from x+ dx to x. The connection in the opposite direction is related to c x,x+ dx by
For points y that are distant from x, the connection factor, c ( A(p(z))+i B(p(z)))· dp(z) = e x y A(p(z))· dp(z) e i x y B(p(z))· dp(z) .
The integrals are expressed as line integrals along a path p from y to x. This result shows that the complex scale factor, c p x,y , is the product of a real scale factor and a phase factor. Eq. 29 applies if both A and B are nonintegrable. If either field is integrable, then the integral in the exponent for the integrable field is path independent. If both vector fields are integrable, then there are scalar fields, θ and φ where A and B are the gradients of θ and φ. The expression for c 
5 Gauge theories
Abelian theories
The usual description of Abelian, and nonabelian, gauge theories is a special case of gauge theories based on the fiber bundle CV. The vector field ψ is a level section on the reference vector spaces,V x in the bundle. The connection vector fields, A and B are 0 everywhere.
For Abelian gauge theories the U (1) connection, U (x, x + dx) parallel transports the vector ψ(x + dx) in V x+ dx to a vector inV x . 5 The action of this connection is expressed by
The exponential is the Lie algebra representation of the connection, H is a vector field, and ψ(x + dx) x is the same state inV x as ψ(x + dx) is inV x+ dx . This is shown by the map, I x,x+ dx , in Fig. 1 . Eq. 31 is used to replace ordinary derivatives in Lagrangians by covariant derivatives. These are given by
The presence of number scaling opens up another option. This is based on the fact that the Lie algebra representation of the connection c x,x+ dx , shown in Eq. 27, already includes a U (1) gauge component. This is a consequence of the fact that the general complex linear group, GL(1, C) = GL(1, R + ) × U (1). This factorization is shown explicitly be writing Eq. 27 in the form,
Expansion of the gauge group from U (1) to GL(1, C) results in the replacement of the covariant derivative of Eq. 32 by
Expansion of the exponential to first order in small quantities and inclusion of coupling constants, −g r and
Use of this in Lagrangian densities with the requirement that retained terms must be invariant under local U (1) = e iα(x) gauge transformations gives the well known [10, 11] result that the B field is replaced by
The A field is unaffected in that
Also the B field is massless. There are no restrictions on the mass, if any, for the A field. Expansion of the covariant derivative in the Lagrangian density,
for Klein Gordon fields gives
. The second and third terms describe interactions of the A and B fields with the matter field, ψ. The presence of g 2 r A µ A µ in the mass term shifts the square of the mass from
µ ψ * ψ is not present as it is not invariant under local U (1) gauge transformations. For Dirac fields the fibers include a spinor space with the complex numbers. Each fiber, F x , contains all pairs,C c,x ,S c,x for c inC x . HereS x is a spinor space just asV x is a vector space.S c,x is a scaled spinor space just asV c,x is a scaled vector space.
The connections that relate the contents of the fiber F x+ dx to those of F x are elements of DGL(1, C). The covariant derivative, D µ,x ψ, appearing in the Dirac Lagrangian density is given by Eq. 35.
Expansion of the covariant derivative in the Dirac Lagrangian density,
and addition of a Yang Mills term G µ,ν where
gives
This is the QED Lagrangian with an extra term accounting for the presence of the A field. Because the A field is unaffected by the requirement of invariance under local U (1) gauge transformations, a mass term, βA µ A µ and possibly a dynamical term to treat A as a dynamical variable can be added. Whether β = 0 or = 0 is unknown at this point.
The Lagrangian in Eq. 42 shows the B field as the electromagnetic or photon field. In this case it must have spin 1 and be nonintegrable [29] . The nonintegrability requirement follows from the Aharonov Bohm effect [32, 33] . Additional support for this interpretation is given in the description of the Higg's mechanism [34] in the next section.
The great accuracy of the QED Lagrangian in describing experimental results [30, 31] without the A field present means that the coupling constant, g r , must be very small compared to the fine structure constant. Another possibility is the the A field is close to zero in all regions of space and time in which experiments that test or depend on QED accuracy have been carried out.
Nonabelian gauge theories
For nonabelian gauge theories invariance of terms in Lagrange densities is extended to include local SU (n) gauge transformations. The overall gauge group is extended from GL(1, C) to GL(1, C) × SU (n).
The covariant derivative is obtained in the same way as for the Abelian gauge theories. The resulting covariant derivative differs from that of Eq. 34 by the addition of a term that is the sum over the n 2 − 1 generators of the Lie algebra, su(n). One obtains,
Here w is an n 2 − 1 component real vector field and the T a are the generators of su(n). For the simplest case with n = 2, the T a are the three Pauli operators. As was the case for Abelian theories the only difference between Lagrangians using this covariant derivative and that without the A field present are terms describing the interaction of A with the matter field.
Possible physical properties of the A and B fields
The presence of the A and B vector fields in the connections raises the question regarding the relevance of these fields to physics. One way to investigate this question begins with noting that each fiber bundle, CV c , in the sum used to define CV in Eq. 18 is a fiber product of the bundles, {M ×C c , π C , M } and {M ×V c , π V , M }. This structure allows one to define a product field, ψ CV = ψ C × ψ V as a level section over the bundle CV c for c = 1. Here ψ C is a complex scalar field where ψ C (x) is a complex number inC x and ψ V is the vector field in Eqs. 38-42. A complex scalar field, such as ψ C , is a common field for vector fields ψ V based on n dimensional vector spaces for all n. If n = 1 then the two fields can be identified. The fact that ψ C is present for vector spaces of all finite dimensions suggests that it may have possible relevance to physics.
The presence of ψ C allows one to construct a gauge theory based on ψ C . The theory would be closely associated with all gauge theories based on ψ V . One would have a scalar gauge theory that is associated with all vector space gauge theories.
A good property of ψ C is that it fits easily into a "Mexican hat" description of the Higg's mechanism [34] . The Lagrangian density is [10] 
For the Abelian case, G µ,ν is the B field strength given by Eq. 41. The field, ψ C can be written as
Here ψ C,1 and ψ C.2 are both real. From now on, to save on notation, the subscript, C, will be dropped from the fields. The application of the Higgs mechanism follows the description in [10] . From the nonzero value of the potential minimum, given by ψ * ψ = v 2 /2 = µ 2 /2λ, the field, ψ has a nonzero vacuum expectation value,
The rotational symmetry around the Mexican hat potential is broken by a specific choice, 0|ψ 1 |0 = v and 0|ψ 2 |0 = 0. Replacement of ψ 1 by ψ ′ 1 + v, where ψ ′ 1 is a shifted field, gives objectionable mixing terms in the Lagrangian. These can be removed by expressing ψ as
and defining a new field
In the unitary gauge the covariant derivative becomes,
Use of this in the Mexican hat Lagrangian gives mass terms (1/2)(g r v)
the A and B ′ fields. The massless B combines with β(x) to becomes a massive vector boson, B ′ . The mass, µ 2 /2 of the α(x) field arises from the mass term, µ 2 (α(x)) 2 in the potential. The A field is also massive. However this is not new in that nothing prevents addition of a mass term to the Lagrangian at the outset. Also there are mixing terms, g r A µ ∂ µ α(x) + g r A µ ∂ µ α(x), in the Lagrangian. Similar terms for the B field were removed by use of the unitary gauge. However this option does not seem to be available for the A field.
These results show that the Higgs mechanism can be used to combine the massless phase part, B, of the connection with β(x) to give a massive vector boson, B ′ . The remaining real field, α(x), with mass term, µ 2 α(x) 2 , is the Higgs field [35] . The possible relationship of A to the Higgs field is intriguing. If A is integrable, then A(x) = ∇ x θ(x) where θ(x) is a real scalar field, presumably of spin 0. This suggests the possibility that θ(x) is the Higg's field. In this case it would replace α(x) in the above derivation. Whether this possibility is true or not is open at this point. More work is needed.
So far the description of gauge theories and the Higg's mechanism is based on the gauge group DGL(1, C) (Eq. 22) for Abelian theories and DGL(1, C)×SU (n) for noabelian theories. The U (1) factor of U (1)×SU (n) in the usual description of gauge theories is taken to be the phase part of the connection that accounts for number scaling. One result of this is that the B field appears as the photon field in the Lagrangians.
This association of B with the photon can be avoided by adding an extra U (1) factor to the gauge group where U (1) becomes part of the connection for the vector spaces, but not for the complex scalars. In this case the connection group for the vector spaces is expanded to become
Here U (1) 1 and U (1) 2 are the respective phase components in the connection arising from number scaling and from the usual U (1) gauge transformations on vector spaces. In this case there are two B fields, B 1 and B 2 with B 1 and B 2 appearing in the respective definitions of U (1) 1 and U (1) 2 as U j (x, x + dx) = exp(ig j B j (x) · dx) for j = 1, 2. Here g 1 and g 2 are the respective coupling constants for the number scaling and the usual gauge groups. The term, ig i B µ (x) in the covariant derivative in Eqs. 35 and 43, becomes a sum of two field components, ig 1 B 1,µ (x) + ig 2 B 2,µ (x), each with their own coupling constant.
In this case Eq. 36 becomes = g 2 , then the physical properties of the field whose primed value equals its unprimed value are not known. As is the case for the A field, any mass is possible for the field. It is not possible from the appearance of these fields in the covariant derivatives and Lagrangian to tell which field is the photon field. The one distinction is that, unlike the case for B 1 , B 2 is not part of the connection for the complex scalars, However, if g 1 = g 2 , then the sum field B 1 + B 2 with g 1 as a coupling constant, is the same as one field in covariant derivatives and Lagrangians. In this case, and only in this case, B 1 and B 2 correspond to an arbitrary separation of B into the sum of two parts. This separation has no physical significance.
7 Number scaling and geometry
Fiber bundles
The fiber bundle structure for geometric quantities is quite similar to that for gauge theories. The vector spaces in geometry are tangent spaces over M and complex numbers as scalars are replaced by real numbers. The fiber product [1] of the real number and tangent space bundles,
is defined from Eq. 14 as
As was the case for gauge theories, this bundle replaces a single global real number structure as the scalars for all the tangent spaces with a local structureR x forT x at each x in M . The definition of scaled structures for real numbers and tangent spaces follows that for complex numbers and vector spaces in gauge theory. The scaled tangent space,T r is given bȳ
The associated scaled real number structure,R r is given by Eq. 4. The righthand term is the trepresentation of the components ofT r in terms of those inT . Vectors onT r are scaled tuples inR 4 r . The operators, ⊙ and · denote scalar vector multiplication and vector dot product inT . The scaled vectors are denoted by r a = r ⊙ a where a is an arbitrary vector inT . The dot product of two vectors, w r and v r inT r is related to that inT by
sum over repeated indices implied. Here η µ,ν = (−1, 1, 1, 1) . The fiber bundle, RT is the sum of all the scaled bundles. It is similar to that for complex vector spaces in Eq. 18 in that
Since M is a Minkowski space, it is flat. As a result, tangent spacesT x at all points, x, of M are equivalent. Each tangent space is a local representation of all of M. That is, for each x in M ,T x =R x , expresses the sameness of number tuples in the structures. The relation between φ x , φ y and I x,y is given by
for all p in M .
The structure group for each fiber, F x , in RT is taken to be W RT,x . The elements of W RT,x are represented by W RT,s,x where s is a positive real number inR x . For each r inR x , W RT,sRrTr =R sr ,T sr .
(57)
The subscript, x, is deleted here and from now on if the fiber location of the vector space and number structures are clear.
Connections
Connections between structure contents of neighboring fibers in the tangent bundle are elements of a gauge group, W RT . For each point pair, x, x + dx on M, the map, W RT (x, x + dx) connects the contents of F x+ dx to those of F x . The action of W RT (x, x + dx) is represented by positive real number pairs in the group DGL(1, R + ) of pairs of the same elements in GL(1, R + ) × GL(1, R + ). One has
This map connects the pairR r ,T r in the fiber, F x+ dx to the pair,R r x,x+ dx r ,T r x,x+ dx r in F x . The effect of the connection is to change the scaling by a positive real factor, r x,x+ dx .
The scaling factor, r x,x+ dx is obtained from Eq. 27 by setting B = 0. One has
For y distant from x, Eq. 59 gives
The dependence on a path p(s) from p(1) = y to p(0) = x is indicated in the integrand.
To help understand the relations between the quantities in different fibers, it is useful to have at hand a figure for tangent spaces that is similar to Fig. 1 . This is supplied by Figure 2 . Eq. 58 is represented in the figure by the triangle diagrams. These show that for any vector r v x+dx inT r,x+dx ,
The fact that r v x and r v x+dx are the same vectors in their respective spaces is shown in the figure by the map, I x,x+dx where
Scaling of geometric quantities
As noted in the introduction, one effect of number scaling is that both lengths of vectors and angles between vectors are scaled. The scaling of angles seems strange and counterintuitive. However, because of the scaling of operations for number structures and vector spaces, Eq. 53, the scaling of angles does not seem to cause problems. For instance, trigonometric relations are preserved under scaling.
As an example, consider the relation, sin 2 φ y + y cos 2 φ y = 1 y . This equation applies to angles in the tangent space T y . Since it also uses numbers inR y , it is an equation in the fiber, F y .
The corresponding equation in F x is obtained by the connection, W RT (x, y). One has Figure 2 : Relations between connections and fiber contents for two points, y, and x of manifold, M . If the connection is nonintegrable, then y is a neighbor point of x. The reference pair,R,T is shown in each fiber as well as the scaled structures,R r ,T r for any positive real number, r. The subscript locations on the real number and tangent space structures are not shown as their location in the fibers is clear. The structure groups are indicated by W RT,r in F y . The effect of the connection, W RT (x, y), in relating structures in F y to those in F x is shown by the two triangle diagrams, one based onR,T and the other onR r ,T r , both in F y . The number, r x,y in F x , is the same number inR x as r x,y is in the connection group, GL(1, R + ). The maps, I x,y , are isomorphic maps from pairs of scaled structures in F y to the same scaled structures in F x .
Here
W RT (x, y) sin 2 φ y = r x,y sin φ x × x r x,y r x,y sin φ x = r x,y sin 2 φ x is used. The same equivalences hold for cos φ. The reason trigonometric relations like the one just described are unaffected by scaling is that they are local relations. The relation based on φ y is at point y of M .. The relation using φ x is at point x on M . The scaling factors cancel in the equations.
Scaling factors do not cancel in the description of nonlocal geometric quantities. These include integrals and derivatives of functionals over M . Two examples are considered here. The integral expressing the length of a path is one and the geodesic equation is the other.
Path lengths
Path lengths are simple one dimensional examples of nonlocal geometric properties. As such they show the effects of number scaling. The usual expression for the length of a timelike path, p, from x to y, parameterized by a real variable, γ, is given by L(p) = −η µ,ν dp µ dγ dp ν dγ dγ.
Here η µ,ν = −1, 1, 1, 1 is the metric tensor for Minkowski space. The tangent bundle viewpoint taken here results in two descriptions of the path length in Eq. 64. One is local and the other is nonlocal. The local description regards the integral as a limit of a sum of integrands, all of which are quantities in a fiber, F x , in a tangent bundle over M . A coordinate chart, φ x : M →R The nonlocal description of the path length puts the integrand, for each value of γ, in the fiber, F p(γ) . As noted before, integrals over quantities in different fibers are not defined. This is fixed by use of connections to map the integrands from p(γ) to a common location, x. The integral is well defined as the mapped integrands are all quantities in the base set R x . This base set is the same for all scaled real structures,R r,x in F x .
These nonlocal descriptions are the ones of interest here. They extend the nonlocal description of gauge theories 6 to integrals over space time regions of M . The resulting expression for the length of p in F x is L(p) x = W RT (x, p(γ)) −η µ,ν dp µ dγ dp ν dγ dγ = r p x,p(γ) −η µ,ν dp µ dγ dp ν dγ dγ.
(65)
Here r p x,p(γ) is the real Lie algebra representation of the operator,
,x in F x . The scale factor r 
In the absence of scaling, W RT (x, p(γ)) = I x,p(γ) . This is obtained from Eq. 59 by setting r p x,p(γ) = 1. This shows that the usual setup is a special case of scaling where the scaling factor and the resulting connections are the identity everywhere.
As was the case for the B field, if A is nonintegrable, then the integral in the exponent of Eq. 66 depends on the path between x and y. If A is integrable, then it can be expressed as the gradient of a real field, θ(x). This is the same real field that appears in Eq. 30 for gauge theories. Eq. 66 then simplifies to
It is of interest to note that Einstein's comments (footnote 1) on Weyl's paper [21] , applied here, suggest that A should be integrable. The reason is that, if A is nonintegrable, then the effect of scaling on some physical quantities will depend on their past histories.
Use of Eq. 67 for r p x,p(γ) in Eq. 65 gives L(p) x = e θ(x)−θ(p(γ)) −η µ,ν dp µ dγ dp ν dγ dγ.
The scaling factor depends on the path endpoints, x and p(γ), and not on the path from one point to the other. Eq. 68 holds for time like paths. For space like paths, −η µ,ν is replaced by η µ,ν . For null paths, such as those travelled by light rays, the path length is 0. This is the only case for which the path length is independent of scaling. It is a consequence of the fact that 0 is the only number whose value is unaffected by scaling.
Eqs. 65 and 68 show that the length of space and time like paths are affected by scaling. One consequence of this is that the proper time, measured by clocks carried along the path, is affected by scaling. This follows from replacement of the arbitrary parameter γ by the proper time, τ, and the use of [36] dτ = (−η µ,ν dp µ dp
At reference point, x, of M, the elapsed proper time along p from 0 to T is given by
Here T θ is the elapsed proper time in the presence of scaling. In the absence of scaling θ(p(τ )) = θ(x) for all τ.
The choice of reference locations for the path lengths in Eqs. 68 and 70 is not limited to x or any point on the path. Any location, z, in M can be chosen. The resulting path length, as a numerical value in the fiber, F z , is obtained by replacing x by z in Eqs. 68 and 70.
Geodesics
Geodesics are also affected by number scaling. The minimum path length between x and y is found by varying L(p) y x with respect to p. Addition of a small path change, δp, to p gives
The Euler Lagrange equations for L(p) are obtained by expansion of Eq. 71 to obtain
×(−η µ,ν dp µ dγ dp ν dγ ) 1/2 [1 + (−η µ,ν dp µ dγ dp
Here e θ(x) has been moved outside the integral as a constant factor, and a Taylor expansion of the exponent has been used. The factor in the second line was obtained by factoring (η µ,ν dp µ dp ν /dγdγ) 1/2 from δ[(η µ,ν dp µ dp ν /dγdγ) 1/2 ] and expanding the resulting square root [36] . Removal of the L(p) component and changing the arbitrary variable, γ, to the proper time, τ as in Eq. 69 gives
Integration of the first term by parts and assuming δp β = 0 at the integral endpoints gives, after index relabeling,
This equation is satisfied if the terms in the square brackets sum to 0. Multiplying by η α,β and using the fact that η α,β = 0 if and only if α = β gives d dτ dp α dτ − dθ(p) dp µ dp µ dτ dp α dτ − η α,α dθ(p) dp α = 0.
This is the geodesic equation in the presence of number scaling. Comparison of this with the equation from general relativity, [36] 
shows that the Christoffel symbol is 0 unless α = ν. In this case Γ ν µ,ν = −dθ/dp µ , independent of ν. One can use the chain rule of differentiation to write Eq. 75 in the revealing form,
The term in the square brackets is similar to a covariant derivative. It includes some of the effects of number scaling. The remaining effects are shown by the presence of the term, η α,α A α (p(τ )). This arises from the effect of path variation on the field θ in the exponential, e −θ(p+δp) . It is tempting to follow the argument in general relativity [36] by saying that the first two terms of either Eq. 77 or 75 represent the motion of an unaccelerated particle in the presence of the field, θ. In this case the third term acts like a force on a particle, also generated by θ. However, one must keep in mind that the effect of θ, or, more accurately, of the gradient vector field, A(x) = ∇ x θ on particle motion, arises from the connection between the fibers of the tangent bundle. This in turn arises from the observation that numbers can be scaled and the scaling factor can depend on space and time. Note that if A(x) = 0 everywhere, then there is no scaling and Eqs 75 or 77 describe a straight line path.
Experimental restrictions on A
In sections 5 and 6 it was seen that the B field is the photon field. This was based on the assumption that the overall gauge group was DGL(1, C) for Abelian theories and DGL(1, C) × SU (N ) for nonabelian theories. If another U (1) factor that acts just on the vector spaces is added, then the associated Lie algebra vector field is the photon. This would conflict with the use of the scalar field over the complex scalars in the description of the Higgs mechanism. This leaves the A and and possibly the B fields looking for relevance in gauge theory physics.
The results in the last section show that the presence of the A field affects geometric quantities. 7 This must be reconciled with the lack of definite physical evidence for the effects of number scaling.
One way to do this is to use a scenario in which M represents cosmological space and time. Time varies from the big bang, about 14 × 10 9 years ago, to the present and beyond. Space positions vary over the observable universe. General relativity is neglected here.
This description of M means that the tangent bundle, described in the previous section, is a bundle of fibers over all of space and time, from the big bang to the present, and over all locations of the universe. It follows that numerical values of geometric and physical quantities are local in that they are expressed as real numerical quantities in a fiber F x at some location x. Examples of this are curve lengths in Eq. 68 and the geodesic equation, Eq. 77. Both are numerical values in F x .
A direct comparison of these scaled quantities with experimental results must take account of the fact that all experiments and measurements are necessarily local. They must occur in a region of space and time in which there are or can be occupied by observers. The reason is that observers are needed to implement the relevant measurement procedures. This is the case whether one is measuring properties of locally produced systems or of incoming radiation emitted by systems at cosmological distances.
Consider all geometric or physical quantities whose description is limited to a region of space and time that is or can be occupied by observers. This includes such things as lengths of paths in the region or wave packets whose extent is limited to the region. The lack of evidence for number scaling effects in this region means that A(x) ≈ 0 to the limits of experimental accuracy in the region. It says nothing about the values of A(x) outside the region. They can be quite large and vary rapidly in very far away regions in space and time, including those near and after the big bang.
These restrictions on values of A apply to a region that is occupiable by observers. The exact size of this region is not known. However it must include, at least, regions already occupied by observers. This includes the surface of the earth. Since we, as observers, are in principle capable of interplanetary travel, the region should include the solar system.
The region should also include other planets and areas around other nearby stars which are in reasonable communication distances from us. A generous estimate of the size of this region is that of a sphere about 2, 500 light years in diameter [37] roughly centered on the solar system.
The exact size of this region is not important. What is relevant is that the region is a small fraction of the observable universe. The size is predicated on the idea that observers in locations outside the region are too far away for us to know that they exist or for us to communicate with them, now or in the future.
Conclusion
This work represents some advances over earlier work on the topic of number scaling [19] . These include advances in the explanation of number scaling and in the use of fiber bundles. The advances in number scaling consist of a clearer separation of numbers, as elements of the base set of a type (real, complex, etc.) of number structure, from the values they have in a particular scaled structure.
Values of numbers in a base set are associated with satisfaction of properties in different scaled number structures. If a real number, a, satisfies property P inR, then the number, ra satisfies property P r inR r . The property P r is obtained from P by replacing all multiplication operations, ×, in the description of P by ×/r.
An advantage of the use of fiber bundles is that the bundles make a clear distinction between local mathematical structures, as elements of M based fibers, and global mathematical structures that do not belong to any fiber. These exist outside of space and time [38] and are outside of any fiber bundle whose base space is M. Elements of some global structures serve as connections between the fibers.
Yet there is much more work to be done. This includes extension to include the effects of scaling on many other physical and geometric quantities, besides the few described here, and expansion to include general relativity. Also more work is needed to determine the physical nature, if any, of the A and B fields. One may hope that these fields correspond to the Higg's field and the photon field, but much more work is needed to see if this is true or not.
Another area that needs additional investigation is the nature of the base set elements of number structures and of other types of structures. In particular the relationship between these elements and physical systems needs investigation. Quantum mechanical representations of numbers may be useful here. This is especially the case when one considers that expressions of numbers and number properties, as alphabet symbol strings, are usually described classically. This follows from the observation that symbols in a string are assumed to have particular intrinsic values irrespective of whether or not they are bing examined.
One point about the effect of number scaling mentioned in earlier work [19] deserves to be emphasized again. This is that scaling plays no role in comparisons between outputs of experiments with one another or with outputs of computations as theoretical predictions of experimental results.
This might seem surprising in that comparison of a computational output as a number at x with a numerical experimental result at y can only be done locally at some point of M . In the presence of scaling, transferral of the number at y to x requires multiplication of the experimental result by a scaling factor. The scaled number is then compared locally with the computational result.
The problem is that physics gives no hint of any such scaling. This is not a problem when one realizes that outputs of experiments and computations, as physical processes, are never numbers. They are physical systems in physical states that are interpreted as numbers. These interpretations are local and refer to the output locations.
Comparison of the outputs requires physical transportation of the information in the output states to a common location. At this location, the two output states, interpreted as numbers at the same point, are compared locally. No number scaling is involved.
In conclusion one hopes that this work is a contribution to the more general topic of the basic relationship between mathematics and physics. This is a topic that has interested this author [39] , and many others [38, 40, 41, 42] . Clearly there is much work to be done.
